Part: A

1: The ClearQuest Connector for IBM Rational Quality Manager can be acquired from what source?
A. the jazz.net download site
B. IBM Developerworks
C. IBM PartnerWorld
D. the Rational Software Information Center
Correct Answers: A

2: What is the primary value proposition of IBM Rational Quality Manager?
A. collaboration of distributed testing teams
B. coordinated software build and release management
C. ability to track project costs throughout the entire development lifecycle
D. ability to track changes to project requirements from beginning to end
Correct Answers: A

3: What is the maximum number of user licenses in the Standard Edition of IBM Rational Quality Manager?
A. 5
B. 50
C. 100
D. 250
Correct Answers: D

4: For defect management, IBM Rational Quality Manager offers direct integration with which other Rational product?
A. Rational ClearQuest
B. Rational Requisite Pro
C. Rational Defect Manager
D. Rational Software Analyzer
Correct Answers: A

5: What is the primary reason that IBM Rational Quality Manager is easy to deploy?
A. It can share server resources with other Rational applications.
B. It is based on .Net architecture.
C. No client-side components need to be installed.
D. The client is 100% java-based.
Correct Answers: C

6: Which parts does the IBM quality management strategy for software delivery include?
A. Collaboration, Automation, Report Presentation
B. Change, Quality, Release Management
C. Modernization, Transformation, Governance
D. Integration, Communication, Implementation

Correct Answers: A

7: Which statement is true about IBM Rational Quality Manager (RQM) as compared to HP Mercury?
A. RQM employs Centers of Excellence; HP Mercury does not.
B. RQM uses a lifecycle collaboration approach to quality assurance; HP Mercury does not.
C. HP Mercury focuses primarily on application performance validation; RQM does not.
D. HP Mercury forces customers to rip and replace existing solutions; RQM does not.
Correct Answers: B

8: What is one reason IBM decided to develop IBM Rational Quality Manager (RQM)?
A. Customers demanded a solution to help dispersed development teams collaborate on projects.
B. Although there was adequate demand, no major vendors were providing a solution in this market.
C. IBM Rational had no test management offering prior to the release of RQM.
D. A quality management solution would bolster the market for Rational Data Modeler.
Correct Answers: A

9: When using IBM Rational Quality Manager, which attribute of a test case determines the importance of the test case relative to other test cases?
A. Preference
B. Precedence
C. Ranking
D. Weight
Correct Answers: D

10: In IBM Rational Quality Manager, which section under the Test Plan Table of Contents allows you to define the platforms and configurations that need to be tested for a test plan?
A. Test Objectives
B. Resources
C. Test Schedules
D. Test Environments
Correct Answers: D

11: What is the minimum version of ClearQuest that will work with the ClearQuest Connector for IBM Rational Quality Manager?
A. 7.5.0
B. 6.5.1
C. 9.1
D. 7.0.1
Correct Answers: D

12: How does IBM Rational Test Lab Manager automate the execution of testing in the Quality
Management Lifecycle?
A. by ensuring that all members of the development team have what they need to fulfill the test plan
B. by analyzing test lab usage patterns to minimize cost and optimize utilization
C. by maintaining a centralized spreadsheet of test lab equipment
D. by deploying the configurations that development teams need for testing
Correct Answers: D

13: When using IBM Rational Quality Manager, what is the name of the main test plan display region where most of the real work gets done?
A. Test Case
B. Test Information
C. Section Detail Area
D. Test Subject
Correct Answers: C

14: IBM Rational Quality Manager provides integration tools with which Rational product?
A. RequisitePro
B. Business Developer
C. Application Workload Modeler
D. Host Access and Transformation
Correct Answers: A

15: Which types of assets can be migrated from Rational ClearQuest Test Manager to IBM Rational Quality Manager?
A. configured test cases
B. test execution records
C. test schedules
D. lab resources
Correct Answers: A